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ABSTRACT

In this poster, we present a digital twin-based mixed reality system
for remote collaboration with the size-scaling of the user and the
space. The proposed system supports collaboration between an
AR host user and a VR remote user by sharing a 3D digital twin
of the AR host user. To enhance the coarse authoring of a shared
digital twin environment, we provide a size scaling of the digital
twin environment with the world-in-miniature view. Also, we enable
scaling the size of the VR user’s avatar to enhance both coarse
(size-up) and fine-grained (size-down) authoring of the digital twin
environment. We describe the system setup, input methods, and
interaction methods for scaling space and user.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Mixed / augmented re-
ality; Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction
(HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Collaborative interaction

1 INTRODUCTION

Combining the advantage of both the Augmented Reality (AR)
to interact with real world and Virtual Reality (VR) to provide
immersive experience, Mixed Reality (MR) creates a more realistic
virtual experience. While MR can be applied and utilized in various
areas, it can be effective when assisting collaboration between two
users at a distance. In this case, a local host user with an AR device
will summon a remote VR user in his space, and the VR user has
full access to the AR user’s space in virtual reality format. While
collaborative system engaging either one of AR or VR users has
been in high attention, collaboration in MR environment engaging
both has been studied relatively little. With technical improvement
of digital twin (DT) technology, MR collaboration can be made for
a more immersive collaborative experience.

We propose a digital twin-based novel MR system for remote
collaboration bridging the gap between AR and VR. Our work in-
troduces size-scaling of two elements to enhance collaboration in
a mixed reality environment; space and user. In real environment
such as floor planning, interior design, and city planning, we face
constraints; Moving and measuring massive objects in person (in
our specific scenario eg. furniture) and seeing the space in a larger
context. Approach using our multi-scale space solves this physical
issue. Both the AR and VR user can observe and manipulate the
AR user’s space, operating virtual objects in a miniature size. This
reduces the burden of directly moving objects in a physical space.

Scaling the size of the space in our study was acquired from the
concept of the World In Miniature (WIM) to see the whole space at
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Figure 1: Our proposed collaborative interaction between an AR host
user and a VR user. a) Normal-scale collaboration b) Multi-scale
space with an miniature space c) Giant user d) Miniature user

one glance in VR, which was first introduced by Stoakey et al. [3].
More recent works replicated the real world for minute manipulation
of objects in AR by creating a photo-realistic composite image to
allow the user to see the space with a bird’s eye view in MR. [4, 5]
Applied from these previous studies, our work uses the concept of
WIM to manipulate the object in small scale and generates a digital
twin scanned from the real environment for remote collaboration in
MR.

The concept of scaling the size of the user in MR collaboration
is explored in recent studies, by utilizing the miniaturized avatar
[2], the giant avatar [1]. Our multi-scale user function allows the
AR user to change the size of the VR user which enables the VR
user to see the space from a different viewpoint. For the detailed
manipulation in a small scale, the AR user changes the VR user’s
size into miniature so that the VR user can author the AR object
carefully. On the other hand, by enlarging the size of the VR user
into giant, the VR user can view the whole environment at glance and
visually comprehend the space, solving the difficulties of perceiving
the relative locations and distances of surrounding objects in a life
scale space.

2 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Overview

Our proposed system is a multi-user mixed-reality system with a
shared digital twin environment. A host user wears an AR headset
and summons remote VR user to his own host space. A remote VR
user wears a VR headset, and is summoned to the digital twin of the
host space. Both the AR user and the VR user can see each other as
a virtual avatar in their shared space. The AR user sees the remote
VR user’s avatar in his own physical space, and the VR user sees the



Figure 2: System diagram of proposed digital twin system

AR host user’s avatar in the virtual digital twin space.

2.2 Digital Twin Management
To enable multi-platform mixed reality collaboration using digital
twin, we designed following digital twin system. (Figure 2) Our
proposed digital twin system consists of host user data, remote user
data, and shared space and objects data. For the AR host user data,
we manage the 6DOF head pose and the 6DOF hand pose of both
hands. For the remote VR user data, we manage the 6DOF head
pose, 6DOF hand pose, and additional 1DOF scale data. Space data
consists of the scanned space geometry, the scale of the miniature
space, and the 6DOF poses of the objects. Every data in the digital
twin is synchronized with both collaborators in real-time.

For real-time pose synchronization between real and virtual envi-
ronment, finding local coordinate in relative to the real host environ-
ment is crucial. To find relative pose in sync with digital twin, the
system need to detect and to track the host environment. Camera-
based image marker detection, finding spatial anchor, or outside-in
tracking can solve this problem.

2.3 Interaction Methods
Multi-scale Space Both the AR host user and the remote VR user
can summon the miniature of the digital twin by tapping a miniature
summon button. After summoning the miniature digital twin, they
can place the miniature, or can manipulate the scale of the miniature
in their space using their hands or controllers. (Figure 1b) Miniature
space object has two modes - Placement mode and Viewing Mode.
In the Placement mode, both users can manipulate the miniature in
their shared virtual space and the users can’t manipulate the objects
inside the miniature. In the Viewing mode, the pose of the miniature
is fixed in the environment, and the users can manipulate the virtual
objects inside the miniature. The objects in the original digital twin
and miniature are synchronized.

Multi-scale User Since the AR user can’t manipulate his own
size, we enable manipulation of the VR user’s size in the digital
twin. (Figure 1c, 1d) To manipulate the scale of the VR user, we
propose two modes - Collaboration mode and User Manipulation
mode. In the Collaboration mode, the size of the VR user can’t be
adjusted and both users can manipulate their shared virtual objects.
In the User Manipulation mode, both users can manipulate the size
of the VR user. AR user can manipulate the remote VR user’s scale,
and can place remote VR user to any location. The VR user can
manipulate his own scale, and can navigate the digital twin space by
walking or teleporting. When the position and the size of the VR
user is manipulated, the VR user teleports to the designated position
with specified size.

Collaboration Cues We share both user’s head and hand pose
for the collaboration cues. Shared head and hand poses are reflected
as an avatar in their real/virtual space. Users can know where the
collaborator is looking at, which objects the collaborator is inter-
acting with, or which gesture the collaborator is doing by sharing
those cues. Also, our system shares both users’ audio to enable basic
verbal communication.

2.4 Setup and Implementation
For the host user (AR), we used Microsoft HoloLens 2 for the AR
headset. To scan the 3D model of the host environment, we used
Apple iPhone 12 Pro. For the remote VR side, we used Oculus
Quest 2 for the VR headset. Both devices are connected to the 5GHz
wireless network.

For the software, we used Unity 2019.4.25f1 to develop a proto-
type interior design application for both AR and VR side. To enable
basic manipulation and system input in MR, we used MRTK 2.6.1.
To align the virtual digital twin and real host environment, we used
Azure Spatial Anchor to find and locate the spatial anchor, then syn-
chronized the coordinate system of the real and virtual environment.
For networking, we used Photon Unity Networking to share both
users’ 6DOF head pose, hand pose for the both hands, and the pose
of shared virtual objects.

3 CONCLUSION

In this poster, we presented a digital twin-based mixed-reality re-
mote collaboration system with multi-scale space and user. For the
collaborative virtual object manipulation scenario like collaborative
interior design, we proposed multi-scale space and multi-scale user.
Using multi-scale space, we provide world-in-miniature of the host
digital twin for quick and coarse manipulation of the shared virtual
objects, and bird-eye view of their own shared space. By manipulat-
ing the size of the remote VR user, we can enhance both coarse and
fine-grained authoring of the digital twin environment.
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